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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Excel 2013Visual, 2013

	The step-by-step, visual way to learn Excel 2013


	Excel can be complicated, but this Visual guide shows youexactly how to tackle every essential task with full-color screenshots and step-by-step instructions. You'll see exactly what eachstep should look like as you learn to use all the new tools in thislatest release of...
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Barron's Foreign Language Guides:  501 Spanish Verbs  (Book & CD-ROM)Barron's Educational Series, 2007

	The World’s Best Selling Verb Bookâ€•  and with good reason! 

	

	Fluency in Spanish starts with knowledge of verbsâ€•and  Barron’s 501 Spanish Verbs  shows students and travelers exactly how to use the 501 most common and useful Spanish verbs in all 16 tenses and moods. Each verb is...
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Data Structures and Abstractions with Java (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Look around and you will see ways that people organize things. When you stopped at the store

	this morning, you went to the back of a line to wait for the cashier. The line organized people

	chronologically. The first person in the line was the first to be served and to leave the line.

	Eventually, you reached the front of the line and...
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Bootstrap Site Blueprints Volume IIPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Build Bootstrap projects quickly and easily with Harp.js, Node, and Less
	
		Learn how to extend Bootstrap with the use of open source JavaScript and icon web font libraries
	
		Get acquainted with building complex social networking, wiki, and dashboard projects with Bootstrap

...
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Highcharts CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Javascript developers can add the most amazing charts to their web applications by using Highcharts and this step-by-step guide gives you the works with over 80 practical recipes. Unleash its potential.


	Overview

	
		Create amazing interactive charts that update in realtime
	
		Make charts that work...
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Houches Lectures: 1972, Black Holes (Les Houches Lectures : 1972 Lectures)Routledge, 1973
The story of the phenomenal transformation of general relativity within little more than a decade, from a quiet backwater of research, harboring a handful of theorists, to a booming outpost attracting increasing numbers of highly talented young people as well as heavy investment in experiments, is by now familiar. The amazing thing about this...
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Missional Map-Making: Skills for Leading in Times of TransitionJossey-Bass, 2010

	Guidance for church leaders to develop their own maps and chart new paths toward stronger, more vibrant, and more missional congregations


	In the burgeoning missional church movement, churches are seeking to become less focused on programs for members and more oriented toward outreach to people who are not already in church. This...
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SAS Programming by ExampleSAS Institute, 1995
Develop and fine-tune your programming skills the easy  way - by example!  For beginning and intermediate users, SAS  Programming by Example guides you, with a series of annotated  examples, through basic tasks to more complex ones. Problems and  solutions are provided to make the most of the programming tools  available in base SAS software....
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Essentials of Error-Control CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Rapid advances in electronic and optical technology have enabled the implementation of powerful error-control codes, which are now used in almost the entire range of information systems with close to optimal performance. These codes and decoding methods are required for the detection and correction of the errors and erasures which inevitably occur...
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Practical Navigation for the Modern Boat Owner (Wiley Nautical)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
The methods of navigation used by the modern boat owner have changed quite rapidly from the traditional methods still currently taught. This doesn’t make the old methods wrong; it just means that the emphasis has changed.


With GPS used in many cars, the level of computer skills of the general public being high, and the...
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Chemistry: An Industry-Based Laboratory ManualCRC Press, 2000


	Have you ever sat down and had an open discussion over coffee with an industrial chemist

	or chemical technician about his or her work? Have you ever “shadowed” a chemist or a

	chemical technician for a day as he or she went about the daily routine in an industrial

	or government laboratory? If you have done these things,...
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Lean Six Sigma Demystified: A Self-Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	Whenever I say the words Lean Six Sigma, people’s eyes automatically glaze over

	as visions of complex statistical formulas dance in their heads. If you feel this way,

	you’re not alone. I have found that many people have a phobia of anything

	resembling math or technology. Sometimes both. Well, let me set your fears to...
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